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Good reasons for the deductions of a student from the university
At the university, as in school, the causes of deductions can be respectful and disrespectful. If in the
second case everything is clear, then what are these reasons for such respectful, which allow you to
unschedule further study? There are several of them, and each should focus on.

1. Own desire. If the student has decided that the receipt of higher education is no longer included in
his plans, or family circumstances do not allow everyone to complete the university, then the
statement on his own will, in the name of the rector, becomes the argument that accelerates the
deduction process.

Simply put, it is a bold point and a radical change in all plans for life.

2. Call for the army. As a rule, this reason applies solely on students, and students in this case can
breathe with relief. If the university has a military department, and the student is its ordinary, the
spring and autumn appeals in the army are not terrible.

Otherwise, you can finally graduate from studying, and a spacious audience and a strict teacher
change to an equally spacious barracks and the same strictly older.

3. Transfer to another university. Very often it is happening that the student in the middle of the
school year comes to the conclusion that he chose not the specialty for himself, which was originally
dreamed of. Very often, the future profession disappoints its realities, and the pink glasses are
broken by the first or second year.

Translation to another university is a great way out in such a scrupulous situation, after all, the study
is not completed, but continues in several other conditions.

4. For medical testimony. There is a category of students who interrupts successful studies in high
school exclusively for medical reasons, that is, a shamelessness of health does not allow the
long-term lectures at the university, especially pass exams and coursework.

This is a good circumstance must be supported by the conclusion of the WCC, only then the student
is rapidly deducted. However, leave him the opportunity to complete the training of a specialty in the
future, even with another group.

All this respectful reasons for deducting from the university, who do not put a student in one row with
the "lobotrys", which are just laziness to learn, or it is very difficult to visit couples in the university.
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Disresponsible causes of student deductions from university
Very often, our capabilities do not coincide with our desires, but perhaps even more often the desire
is not even associated with real possibilities. How can it be, ask? It's simple, and a striking example
becomes students who deliberately create situations that in the future can become a strong
argument for immediate deductions.

It is difficult to understand such lodges and lobotryers, however, let's try. We will understand, we will
be firmware and contract servicemen, since the motivation to deduct each category.

I am surprised by such unicumes who, being applicants, shake over books and nights do not sleep
when preparing for the upcoming entrance exams. But when their dream is carried out, and they
become students, relaxes sharply, believing that life has already been successful, and all teachers
should.

The first problems arise in the first session, since the test week at the university is not even exams
at school. Here everything is in an adult, and most importantly - no one pulls anyone for the ears ":
that he earned, he received.

This is exactly this winter period and a series of deductions is shaking, and the
first-year-grandmother does not have time to come to his senses, as it turns out outside the
educational process.

So the Council: If you still grabbed the "Bird of Happiness" wing and got the opportunity to become a
certified specialist for free, try not to get into the decree of the deduction for the next five years.

Understand the irresponsibility of contract soldiers (students studying on a paid basis) is much
easier, because they pay for their studies, but parental money; And nothing hinders their rampant
life. Such "fruits" brings a sense of own impunity, and the thoughts "we pay - we will not be expelled"
very soon demonstrate completely different realities.

Of course, the dean will suffer a negligible "platter" a certain period of time, however, warnings in its
address cannot be infinite. So it is better not to ignore the comments of teachers, but to change your
approach and attitude to study.

In general, from this section, a student, you must understand the following: deducting platforms and
state employees equally; Dean does not warn twice; Recovery will be restored very problematic,
especially considering the submissal reputation.


